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We introduce coupled channels of Bethe-Salpeter mesons
both in the mass gap equation for chiral symmetry break-
ing and in the boundstate equation for mesons. Consistency
is insured by the Ward Identities for axial currents, which
preserve the Goldstone boson nature of the pion. We nd
that the coupling of channels yields the widths of resonances
and contributes to mass splittings, but it does not shift glob-
ally the hadron spectrum. We nd that coupled channels
reduce the breaking of chiral symmetry. This reduction is
constrained by the coupling of a scalar meson to a pair of
pseudoscalar mesons. The light and wide  − f0(600), the
narrow f0(980) and the relatively heavy f0(1370) are studied
in order to comply with the spontaneous breaking of chiral
symmetry. Exact calculations are performed in a particular
model. In this model we nd that the f0(980) is the best
candidate for the groundstate quark antiquark meson In par-
ticular its width is naturally small. In this case the coupled
channels reduce strongly the breaking of chiral symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Scalar puzzle
The scalar mesons form perhaps the most puzzling
family in hadronic physics. The rst puzzling fact con-
cerns the decay widths Γ of the scalars f0 and a0 into
pseudoscalar pairs in an S-wave. This would naively be
expected to be much larger than the decay widths of res-
onances decaying in pseudoscalar pairs with higher angu-
lar momentum, for instance the  which decays in p-wave
pseudoscalar pairs. This is not the case for the flavor vec-
tors and we nd [1] that Γa0(980) ’ 0:3! 0:6Γ(770). The
second puzzling argument concerns the excess of states
from the point of view of simple qq states. The One
Meson Exchange Potential models for the NN interac-
tion favor a scalar meson sometimes known as  with
M ’ 0:5GeV . The scalar  would provide most of the
intermediate range attraction. A meson with a similar
mass of 400− 1000MeV (but with a very large width of
600− 1000MeV ) would also reproduce the low momen-
tum  scattering. But if one would add this uncon-
rmed state to the well established ones, see Fig. 1, then
an excess of states would exist. It is also puzzling that the
decay widths of the f0(980) and a0(980) are not precisely
determined. The highest experimental bound on these Γ
was of the order of 40− 50MeV before 1992, in 1994 it
jumped to 400 − 300MeV and dropped to 100MeV in
1996. This is quite uncommon in the Review of Particle
Properties [1].
The puzzling phenomena involving the light scalar me-
son family has drawn a wealth of theoretical interpreta-
tions. The model of Isgur and Weinstein et al [2] nds
that the narrow scalars are meson-meson molecules which
would then be the excess non qq states. It is also advo-
cated that the excess states could be glueballs [3]. The
most economical models include just mesons which are
strongly coupled, and can perhaps be derived from quark
models. These models can be tuned [4,5] to explain with
complex nonlinear eects not only the narrow resonances
which are due to the vicinity of the KK threshold, but
also the very wide and light f0(600) which would appear
as an extra pole in the S matrix when couplings are large.
We propose here a new perspective to the scalar meson
puzzle. Unlike the vector, axial and tensor mesons, the
scalar and pseudoscalar mesons are mixed by the chiral
rotations,
  ! cos()   + i sin()  γ5 
 γ5 ! −i sin()   + cos()  γ5 ; (1)
moreover the chiral condensate is generated from the triv-
ial vacuum by scalars, which consist [6] of 3P0 quark an-
tiquark pairs. thus we expect that not only the pseu-
doscalar mesons but also the scalars must contain the
signature of the breaking of chiral symmetry.
Chiral Symmetry Breaking at the BCS level
Dynamical Spontaneous Chiral Symmetry Breaking
(SB) has been worked out in the past with several
dierent quark-quark eective interactions, at the same
level as Bardeen Cooper and Schrieer (BCS) did [7] for
Superconductivity. For instance, a strong or a conning
chiral invariant quark-quark interaction suces to con-
dense in the vacuum scalar quark-antiquark pairs, induc-
ing dynamical chiral symmetry breaking.
However since Nambu and Jona-Lasinio (NJL) and un-
til recently [9,10] the mass gap equation in chiral physics
has been so far of the BCS type, [8] including only the
rst order contribution from the quark-quark interac-
tion. For instance with a color dependent interaction
the Schwinger Dyson mass gap equation is,
1
−− −−1 = S−10 −

  − 
S−1 = −i 6 p−  (2)
We shall call this approximation the BCS level, although
the coupling is strong. For a pertubative departure from
the BCS approximation, see [9] The full (up to the ap-
proximation which is chosen) propagator S is denoted as
usual by −− − and the full vertex Γ will be denoted by
==. Here we follow the normal notation Γ for the ver-
tex, which should not be confused with a similar notation
Γ for the decay width of resonances. The subindex 0 is
reserved for the free elds. The eective quark-quark 2-
body interaction, a chiral invariant and color dependent
interaction, is represented with a dotted line : : : : : :. See
for instance eq. (17). In the NJL and until recently [9,10],
the bound state equation was only solved at the ladder
level, and not all quartic interactions were included. For
instance the Bethe Salpeter equation for the vertex is,








In particular the diagrams leading to coupled channels
with the creation or annihilation of a quark-antiquark
color singlet pair were not used, see for instance Fig.
2. Thus at the BCS level of chiral symmetry break-
ing, the quark models have no resonances, and have just
boundstates with real poles (except for the decay into free
quarks in the case of nonconning models). The mesonic
coupled channels are described microscopically with the
BS ladder which will be represented diagrammatically by



















































where b represents the quark-antiquark boundstates. In
the case of an eective conning potential, there are no
continuum quark-antiquark states and only color singlet
boundstates exist. The quark antiquark BS amplitude is
represented by the triangle -

H and the boson propa-
gator of the meson is represented by the double line .
For instance the dressed vertex which is obtained with
the iteration of eq. (3) includes this ladder. The ladder
itself is bare in the sense that is does not include coupled
channels of mesons.
Coupled Channels of Mesons
In the case of weak coupled channel eects, it would
be acceptable to couple the boundstates obtained at the
BCS level with the diagrams of Fig. 2, without changing
the mass gap equation. In this sense we started some
years ago to develop a program [11] to study the cou-
pled channel eects of quark models with chiral symme-
try breaking. This work tries to retain the advantages
of both NJL quark models and quark models with cou-
pled channels. NJL models verify all the properties of
Partially Conserved Axial Currents, including the pion
small mass. They are also able to set with one or two
parameters both the scale of the quark condensates, the
hadron masses and sizes but not the width of resonances
or phase shifts. Coupled channel quark models are able
to study strong interactions and decays but have many
parameters, for instance to set the quark masses, the con-
ning potential, a global mass shift of boundstates, the
tensor potentials, and the annihilation second quantized
potentials. They also fail usually to get the low mass of
the pion.
The rst result of our program was to reproduce [11]
at the BCS level the strong decay of the vector meson
 (and of the ). This has been studied by other au-
thors recently [12]. Later we extended our program to
the nucleon interactions and had good results [11] in the
KN s-wave scattering, the FNN and FN derivative
couplings and the N N short range interaction.
However we also found [11] that the  would suer a
large real mass shift, comparable to its physical mass,
due to the coupling to a pair of . This would indicate
that the coupled channel eects can not be neglected in
the mass gap equation. We are further motivated with
the recent trend in the literature to reevaluate coupled
channel eects in many hadronic phenomena. Some years
ago they were not supposed to account for more than
10% of a hadron mass but presently they are supposed
to contribute with a negative mass shift of the order of
50% of the bare mass [13{15].
The  problem and Ward Identities
In the pion mass we have a formal problem raised by
coupled channels [10]. Suppose that the mass gap equa-
tion for chiral symmetry breaking was solved at the BCS
level, i.e. without including the coupled channels, then
a bare pion with vanishing bare mass would be found.
If the coupled channels were then included, at poste-
riori, in the bound state equation then the pion mass
would be the sum of the small bare mass plus a negative
mass shift and thus would have a resulting negative mass,
which means that the BCS vacuum is not stable when
meson channels are coupled. This result is unavoidable,
and can be proved variationally. It is then interesting
to study whether the BCS vacuum is then close or far
from the minimum energy vacuum. Moreover in the lit-
erature only a few coupled channels are usually included,
and it remains to be proved theoretically that the total
mass shift due to the innite series of coupled channels
is nite.
The solution to the pion mass problem is found using
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[16,17] the Ward identities (WI) in order to insure that
the bound state equation for the pion -a Bethe Salpeter
equation with coupled channels - is consistent with the
non linear mass gap equation. The WI were rst de-
rived for fermion-gauge eld theories, and were initially
based on the simple observation that for free fermions
with propagator Sf (p) =
i
6 p−m






(p; p0)S(p0) = S(p)− S(p0) (5)
These identities are a very important tool to deduce equa-
tions for the propagator from equations for the vertex
and vice-versa. The dierence in the right member of
the equation extends the identity to renormalized prop-
agators and vertices. There is also a WI identity for the
free axial vector vertex Γ5f = γ
γ5 that involves the free






+2imS(p)Γ5(p; p0)S(p0) = S(p)γ5 + γ5S(p0) (6)
which is valid in a renormalization program providing
the interaction is chiral invariant. The WI are crucial to
ensure the consistency between the mass gap equation
(MGE) and the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation. They en-
sure that the self energy of the MGE is obtained (with-
out double-counting) from the BS kernel by closing the
fermion line where the vertex is inserted. In fact, accord-
ing to eqs. (5, 6) the vertices can be replaced by either
S(p) or S(p0). Some spurious diagrams where momen-
tum would not be conserved could be thought to appear,
but they all cancel and only the diagrams that depend
exclusively of p or p0 remain. Inversely, they also ensure
that the BS kernel is obtained if one inserts the vertex in
all possible propagators of the self energy. For instance
this mapping is trivial at the BCS level where the mass
gap equation (2) is clearly equivalent to the bound state
equation (3). Let us now consider a more general case,
where the fermion self energy include a fermion line con-
sisting in a series of bare propagators Sii(ki +P ). The
external momentum is P and ki is a loop momentum.
The propagators can be factorized and we get,
(P ) =   
Y
i
Sii(ki + P ) : (7)
Then the vertex Γ can be constructed if we insert a bare
vertex in all possible bare propagators, and we get,









Si2i2(ki2 + P2) : (8)
Inversely the original self energy can be recovered if we
substitute the bare vertex by the dierence of propaga-
tors,
i(P1 − P2)Γ










= [(P1)− (P2)] (9)
where the products which depend on both P1 and P2
cancel.
A key product of the WI is the proof that a pseu-
doscalar Goldstone boson exists when current quark
masses vanish. The proof also yields the BS amplitude
itself. If dynamical symmetry breaking occurs, solutions
for the self-energy equation exist with nite dynamical
quark masses. An equivalent equation is the extremum
equation for the vacuum energy density. It can be shown
that in the case of dynamical symmetry breaking the
physical vacuum, i. e. the solution with the lowest en-
ergy density, is the same where the (quasi) quarks have
the largest dynamical mass. We will follow a variant of
NJL and Pagel’s proof [8,18] to illustrate how the WI
shows that the  is a Goldstone Boson when chiral sym-
metry is dynamically broken. The full propagator is then
renormalized and the self-energy  has a mass-like term,
S−1(p) = S−10 (p)− (p) ; i = A(p)− 6 pB(p) : (10)
If we substitute this propagator in the WI, we nd the
solution for the pseudoscalar vertex Γ5 with a vanishing
p− p0,




which diverges for a vanishing quark mass m and shows
that the pole of a massless pseudoscalar meson appears
in the axial vector vertex, with a boundstate amplitude
of




where f includes a norm. Incidentally, this identity also
oers a proof of the Gell-Mann, Oakes and Renner rela-
















4 A = M2f2 q:e:d: (14)
In QCD it is necessary to include the axial anomaly, in
the flavor singlet WI, while the flavored axial currents re-
main unchanged, in particular the ; K;  remain Gold-
stone bosons. In the flavor singlet channel of the 0, it
is necessary to add ~FF to the left member of the axial
3
WI (6). In this case the Gell-Mann Oakes and Renner
relation is extended to,
m
Z
trfγ5(Aγ5 + ~FF)g = M
2f20 ; (15)
and the 0 can also be thought as a massless mode in
the chiral limit in the sense that M2 is proportional to
the quark current mass m. Experimentally the decay
constants f are similar [1], and the pseudoscalar meson
mass ratios favors a large instanton eect,Z
trf ~FFγ5g ’ 3
Z
4 A: (16)
We will now simply assume that the 0 is heavier [19]
than the usual N2f −1 Goldstone bosons, where Nf is the
number of light quark flavors.
Chiral Symmetry Breaking Beyond BCS
The reward of chiral symmetry breaking with coupled
channels should be  with a vanishing positive mass
in the chiral limit complying with all the theorems of
PCAC, and a tower of resonances above the  with higher
masses due to radial, angular, or spin excitations. In
particular the resonances also have an imaginary compo-
nent of the mass −iΓ2 that describes the decay width into
the open channels. The logical path of this method is
illustrated in Fig. 3. This is the cope stone of our pro-
gram, which amounts to join the BCS mechanism with
the mean eld expansion of eective mesons. In the study
of condensed matter physics a similar program was ap-
plied to the study of the Bose condensation [21] of exci-
tons.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
In section II we review the mass gap equation and the
Bethe Salpeter equation at the BCS level, for instanta-
neous conning interactions, in particular for a quadratic
one. This includes the study of the pseudoscalar ladder
and of the scalar to pseudoscalar decay amplitude. In
Section III we produce a nite extension beyond BCS for
a class of conning eective interactions, derive the mass
gap equation and the bound state equation with coupled
channels, and solve the mass gap equation. We also con-
strain the decay width of the scalar f0 to a pair of  in a
model independent scheme. Results are shown in Section
IV together with their discussion.
II. THE BCS LEVEL FOR A PARTICULAR
FORMALISM
A. The choice of an eective interaction
The quantitative results of this paper will be obtained
with a particular chiral invariant strong potential which
is an extended version of the NJL potential [8]. For the
study of dynamical SB it is crucial to have a closed
model where calculations can be carried until the end,
because precise cancellations occur. At this point we
abandon the SU(3) gauge invariance. The solution of
low energy QCD remains an open problem which we do
not pretend to solve here. We start by introducing a
class [22,23] of Dirac quark Hamiltonians which are, in



















The quark-quark interaction, which will be represented
graphically as >:::::< , is an eective color dependent 2-
body interaction. In eq. (17) the operators  and Ωi
stand for the Gell-Mann and Dirac matrices respectively.
The sum in the Dirac matrices (weighted with the coef-
cients ci) must be chiral invariant. Because the Gell-
Mann matrices are traceless there will be no tadpoles
O:::::< in this scheme. In Hadronic Physics the eec-
tive interaction should be simultaneously color conn-
ing, in the Minkowsky space, local, and Lorentz invari-
ant. Again no interaction which complies with all these
constraints has yet been solved and used to study chiral
symmetry breaking. The models used in the literature
divide essentially in two classes, in particular the more
popular one [24] springs directly from NJL, is Euclidean
and due to the structure of the interaction has usually no
analytic continuation to the Minkowsky space, lacks con-
nement, and has at least 2 parameters in the interaction
i. e. a momentum cuto and the strength of the interac-
tion itself. The other class of models [22,17,25,6] has the
single drawback of using an instantaneous potential, but
it has the advantage of being conning which allows to
study the whole hadron spectrum [22,11,23,27,26,28] and
it can be used with a single parameter in the interaction.
This approximation also has the advantage to allow a
straightforward application to condensed matter physics
or low energy nuclear physics.
Thus we choose to calculate the quantitative results
of this paper within an extended version of Nambu and
Jona-Lasinio potential which is conning and instan-
taneous, and usually yields good results in hadronic
physics. While connement is an essential physical as-
pect of the model, the instantaneous approximation sim-
plies drastically the energy dependence of the interac-
tion, and allows to work in the in a framework which
is familiar to Schro¨dinger’ s equations. The 2-body po-









2 − U ](t)
where U is an arbitrarily large infrared constant and 
are the Gell-Mann matrices. This potential is the limit of
a series of attractive potentials, see Fig. 4. The innite
U reappears in the self energy and in color singlet chan-
nels this cancels the innitely attractive potential. Any
4
colored state will have a mass proportional to U and will
thus be conned, see eq. (57). The choice of an harmonic
potential is not crucial, a linear or funnel potential has
been also used, but a quadratic form is easier to use. The
Fourier transform of the potential is,







[−K30rk + U ](2)
33(k) : (18)
The simpler unit system is K0 = 1: and we will use it
from now on. We will also work in the momentum rep-
resentation and drop the tilde e from the potential.
In this case of an instantaneous interaction, it is some-
times convenient to substitute the Dirac fermions in
terms of Weyl fermions. The Dirac propagator can be de-
composed in a quark propagator and an antiquark prop-




where the Weyl propagator is
Sq(w;~k) = Sq(w;~k) =
i
w −E(k) + i
(20)
we choose the graphical notation for the Weyl propaga-






where the arrow pointing backward represents an anti-
quark moving forward in the time direction. With Weyl
spinors the Feynman diagrams are replaced by Goldstone


















bk  ~# vs(0) (22)
Where S = sin(’) ; C = cos(’) and ’ is a chiral angle
which in the non condensed case is equal to a tan m
k
, but
is not determined from the onset when chiral symmetry
breaking occurs. In fact it will only be determined when
the mass gap equation will be solved. This formalism is
convenient to simplify the BS equation into the Salpeter
equation, in a form which is as close as possible to the
more intuitive Schro¨dinger equation. In order to have
simple Weyl propagators from now on, we choose to re-
dene the vertices of the eective potential which now
include the spinors u and v. The Dirac vertex γ0 is now
replaced by uyu ; uyv ; vyu or vyv when the vertex is re-
spectively connected to a quark, a pair creation, a pair
annihilation or an antiquark.
B. The BCS mass gap equation
The quark propagator is obtained when one calculates
the self energy (2) and substitutes it self-consistently in
the equation (10). Any solution of this equation S must
fulll the MGE which insures that the vacuum is stable.
One of the possible equivalent methods to insure the sta-
bility of the vacuum is to forbid the S−1, which plays the
role of the eective quadratic term in the Lagrangian, to
generate scalars directly from the vacuum. Otherwise
the vacuum would be unstable. The mass gap equation
is then,





















































where this is equivalent to state that the propagator must
be diagonal. The quark (antiquark) one-body energy is
obtained from the diagonal part of the propagator, and
the cancellation of the anomalous (in the sense that it is







































−w0 −E(k0) + i
#)
vs00(k): (24)
where we used the limit of massless quarks.In the case
of an instantaneous interaction, the loop integral in the









and in the case of a quadratic interaction, the loop inte-
gral in the momentum is transformed in a Laplacian, see




















1− S − Cbk  ~ ; (26)
and other useful properties are,
5
uysus0 = 1ss0 ; u
y
svs0 = 0~  ~ki2
uysus0 = Sss0 ; u
y
svs0 = −C~  ~ki2
uys~  ~kus0 = Css0 ; u
y
s~  ~kvs0 = S~  ~ki2
uys~  ~kus0 = 0ss0 ; u
y
s~  ~kvs0 = 1~  ~ki2 : (27)
We get nally,


























−C(S) + Sk^ (k^C)
i
~  ~ki2
= −(k2’0)0 + 2k3S − 2SC : (29)
C. from the BS S matrix to the Salpeter ladder and
Schro¨dinger equations
When the interaction is instantaneous, a simplication
occurs. For instance the BS amplitude has usually 4 in-
dependent components which are now expressed in terms
















































































































































































where  is proportional to the truncated BS amplitude
and can also be represented graphically with a triangle.
The S matrix in the ladder approximation has only 4





























































































































































































The other 12 sub-matrices are calculated from the in-
dependent 4 ones. The Salpeter equations are obtained
when all the relative quark-antiquark energies of the sys-




w +E=2− Tq + i
i
w +E=2− Tq + i
=
i
E − Tq − Tq + i
; (32)
The Salpeter equations can then be written in the com-
pact form,
S = G0 +G0V S
) (G−10 − V )S = 1
) (E3 −H + i)S = i (33)





































and it turns out that H is an hermitian and positive
operator.
The Salpeter wave-functions are the solutions of the
homogeneous equations,






which is an eigenvalue equation, similar to the
Schro¨dinger equation, except for the 3. This formal-
ism is known as the energy-spin formalism. The Salpeter






= 0 ; (36)
which suggests that a normalizing condition of the wave
functions might be,
hj3ji = j
+j2 − j−j2 = 1 : (37)
Let us study the class of solutions u where this norm
is possible, i. e. j+u j > j
−
u j. Once the single quark
energies T and the 2-quark diagonal Vd and antidiagonal
Va potentials are dened, the solutions can be obtained
numerically, either iteratively or variationally, and one
nds a whole spectrum of solutions with energy M > 0.
When M increases, we nd that j−u j is proportional to
M−1, and in the limit of large mass we exactly recover
Schro¨dinger equation. However another class of solutions
d is unavoidable, with a one to one correspondence with
the u, and where j
−









u ; Md = −Mu
huj3jui = 1 ; hdj3jdi = −1 (38)
thus the spectrum is unbound. Exactly half of the solu-
tions have a negative mass and a negative norm. When
we include the innitesimal i in eq. (35), we nd that
the larger component of  dominates and the eigenvalues
are now,
Mu !Mu − i
Md !Md + i = −(Mu − i) (39)
The operators H and 3 are both hermitian, thus the
set of solutions ji constitute a basis of the Hilbert space,












Inserting this partition in the S matrix equation (33), we
nd,
































E −Md − i
hdj (41)
and the states with negative energy and negative norm
can be reinterpreted as boundstates with positive mass
moving forward in time, where the variable E = P0 in










−E −Mu + i
huj1 (42)





































and it is consistent to substitute the d wave-functions
and masses in terms of the components +u ; 
−
u and the
masses Mu. From now on this reinterpretation will be
assumed and we will skip the subindex u. The practical
result is that we can use the amplitude + when the bra
precedes the ket, and we use the amplitude − for the







j+ih−j − j−ih+j (44)
We now extend this reinterpretation to the truncated BS


































D. The pseudoscalar and scalar solutions to the
Salpeter equation




















where k1 = k +
P
2 ; k2 = k −
P
2 , and this equation has
to be solved numerically. The groundstate of the pseu-
doscalar channel constitutes an important solution of the
Salpeter equation. This is the only case where the com-
ponent + is comparable to the component −, where the
Schro¨dinger equation is not a good approximation to the
Salpeter equation. We need to know this wave-function
both for large and small center of mass momenta P of
the bound state.
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The small P limit of this model was already studied ex-
tensively in the literature [22]. For instance the Salpeter





































−S +EMf1 − ig1 ~P  k^  ~
 i2p
2














P ; f (t) = :08 ; f
(s)
 = :77 (48)




 and for the functions f1 ; g1
which turn out to be quite small.
We now discuss the other limit of large momentum P ,
where the chiral angle ’, depicted in Fig. [6] vanishes





















) ’ ss0 − (i~)
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where the index ? denotes the projection ~k− (~k  bP ) bP of
a vector ~k in the plane perpendicular to ~P . Up to rst
















The most general pseudoscalar wave function is of the
form,
+(k) = 0(k) + i~  bP  ~k1(k) (51)
and it turns out, after solving the equation (50), that
the 1 component is vanishing and that only the simple
0 component remains. We now estimate in this limit
the negative energy component of the pseudoscalar me-
son. We nd for the Salpeter equation with the harmonic
















The momentum ⊗ spin solution up to highest order in

























For large momentum P we nd that + is quite flat in
k, while − is almost negligible. This result is consistent
with the relativistic space contraction.































It turns out that the negative energy − component for
the groundstate is less than 10% of the positive energy
component +. The Schro¨dinger limit, where only the
positive energy component is considered, is therefore ac-
ceptable. The momentum ⊗ spin solution for the scalar
is very close to a Gaussian,
+ ’ s(k) ~K  ~
i2p
2
















; s ’ :857 (55)
E. Infrared nite coupled channels in the BCS
approximation
The step from the ladder approximation to a bound-
state equation with coupled channels is not pertubative
in the parameters of the microscopic model. This is not
achieved with a series expansion in the potential strength
K0 or the number of colors Nc. The relevant degrees of
freedom of low energy hadronic phenomenology are the
bosonic mesons and fermionic hadrons. At the bare level
they correspond respectively to q q and q q q ladders. To
achieve this hadronization we consider the complete se-
ries of diagrams that contribute to the irreducible q q in-
teraction. One has to include all the possible number of
8
quark loops and the possible insertion of the microscopic
quark-quark interaction. Then this series can be resumed
in order to factorize the bare meson and hadron ladders.
The microscopic interactions that remain isolated are re-
sponsible for the interactions and couplings of the bare
hadrons. In order to simplify the calculations it is conve-
nient to truncate eventually the series of diagrams. The
pertubative parameter is then the number of considered
ladders. This is both straightforward and also close to
the hadronic phenomenology. As we mentioned, this step
may remain consistent with the BCS level, if its feedback
in the mass gap equation is negligible.
In the case of an instantaneous microscopic interaction,
the hadronic equations are analogous to the Resonating
Group Method. The ladder itself has less independent
amplitudes than in the case of time-dependent interac-




2 of the ladder in the relative energies of
the quark-antiquark ladder. The integral is necessary to
originate a single pole in G0. To ensure in a particular
diagram that the meson poles are present it is convenient









































where the rst pair of diagrams may for instance con-
tribute to the overlap interaction between a pair of
mesons and may not include a ladder.
At the BCS level the innite infrared divergent con-
stant U is extremely convenient [26] to remove the col-














In this model of connement, the masses of color singlets
are independent of U . We now show that the interactions
of color singlets are equally nite. The hadron-hadron
interactions are built from the quark-quark microscopic
interaction (18) in two dierent processes. When the
number of hadrons are conserved, this is for instance the














































































































































and when a hadron is emitted or absorbed we have quark-


































































































We now show that the eect is nite, starting by the
integration of the relative energies in the rst diagrams




w − T1 + i
i
−w − T4 + i
i
w − T3 + i
i
−w− T2 + i




w − T1 + i
(−iV13)
i
w0 − T 01 + i
i
−w0 − T 04 + i
i
w0 − T 03 + i
i
w − T3 + i
i





w − T1 + i
iV14;3
i
−w0 − T 04 + i
=
i
w0 − T 03 + i
i
w − T3 + i
i
−w− T2 + i
= −iV14;3G0aG0bG0c : (60)
where the G0n are in fact part of the respective BS ampli-
tudes which are untruncated. In the case of the exchange
overlap, the remaining factors are,
i(T1 + T2 + T3+T4 − V13 − V24)P13
= i(T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + V14 + V23)P13
= iP13(T1 + T2 + V12 + T3 + T4 + V34)
= iP13(0U + : : :) (61)
where the innite −U terms cancel because the mesons
32 and 14 in the left and 12 and 34 in the right are color
singlets. The remaining result . In the case of the annihi-
lation overlap, the remaining factor is −iV14;3. It is also
nite because the quark-antiquark annihilation vertex is
independent of U since vys(k)
3(k − k0)us0(k0) = 0. We
nd that all the terms proportional to U cancel when the
complete set of diagrams which contribute to the inter-
action between color singlets is included.
We conclude that in this framework the model is -
nite. First the masses of bare hadrons and their interac-
tions are be evaluated. Then we compute the masses and
widths of dressed hadrons. These are the nal freedom
degrees which can be compared with the experimental
spectrum of hadronic resonances.
F. The coupling of a scalar to a pair of pseudoscalars
The form factor for the coupling of a scalar f0 to a pair





























































































































































The form factor can be decomposed in diagrams where
a quark (antiquark) line either emits (absorbs) a pseu-
doscalar or a scalar. While in the Dirac formalism the
coupling of a meson to a quark line is just the truncated
Bethe-Salpeter amplitude , in the equivalent Goldstone-
Weyl formalism the coupling of a meson to a quark line
is uyu.
We rst consider the limit of a coupling to pions of low
momentum P . The coupling of the pseudoscalar to the
quark is derivative and thus is suppressed. For instance
in the case of a massless  in the center of mass,
+(k; 0) = N−1 S
i2p
2
; −(k; 0) = −+(k; 0)
u+vy + v−uy =
p
2N−1 Sγ5





u(k) = 0: (63)
The dominant contribution includes the coupling of the
3P0 scalar meson to the quark (antiquark) line. Due
to the large mass of the scalar meson, the negative en-
ergy wave-function is negligible. The positive energy
momentum ⊗ spin wave-function, in the center of mass



































































except for the −i factor which goes with any potential
insertion according to the Feynman rules. We will discard
it in this section. The coupling f(P ) to a pair of pions











































We nd that the coupling f(P ) is proportional to f−2
which in this model is quite large. We thus nd a large
coupling of a scalar to a pseudoscalar pair in the small P
limit.
We now consider the opposite limit of large pion mo-
mentum P . In this case the negative energy component
of the pion is quite small. We expect that the dominant
diagrams include the positive energy + which is shown
in eq. (53), which is present in either the coupling of a
pion to the quark line,
R d3k0
(2)3
























~rkp  ~? +
2
P
p bP  ~ (67)











p bP  ~ (68)
where eqs. (49) where used to produce the result at the
highest order in P . The total coupling is a functional
of the scalar and pseudoscalar wavefunctions, which are
described in eqs. (53,55) by Gaussians. We nd for the
momentum⊗ spin coupling,













~?  ~rp(k) +
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We nd that the coupling cancels for the groundstate
scalar in the highest order terms in P . The cancellation is
specic to the scalar meson. Each of the canceling parts
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is of the order of 2K
−1=2
0 for P of the order of 2K0. The
same technique can be used to compute the contribution
from the nondominant terms which are quadratic on the
negative energy component of the pion. In this case the
r is applied in both  wavefunctions instead of just one,
and there is an extra factor of −2=P 3 due to the negative
energy wavefunction. The coupling f(P ) is now,













which is nite and is smaller than each of the canceling
parts in eq. (69) by a factor of 4 in the case of a P of




The color factor forf0 and  color singlets is 1=
p
3. The
flavor factor for the coupling of a scalar isosinglet uu+d
dp
2
to a pair of pseudoscalar isovectors, say u d and −du,
with a flavor independent quark-antiquark annihilation
is −1=
p
2. The total coupling is then −f(P )=
p
6.
The result for a general momentum is very cumber-
some to derive. For momenta of the order of K0, we will
use the approximation of matching both limits with an
interpolating function.
G. The f0(980)!  decay
The decay width of a f0 in a pair of  can be calculated
from the the Breit-Wigner pole in the meson propagator.
We call bare the ladder meson, see eq. (4). The bare
mass M0 is real and is a solution of the Bethe-Salpeter
equation. When coupled channels of mesons are included,
the bare meson is dressed. The dressed pole is composed
by the bare mass M0 plus the coupled channel contribu-
tion which includes a real mass shift, and an imaginary
term in the case where the mass is above the coupled
thresholds. The mass is then,

































































where we only included a loop of bare , which is the sim-
plest contribution to the scalar self energy. The integral
in the loop energy provides an extra 2i factor, which
veries that in general M includes a real component,













q2 +M2 + i
(72)
where the factor of 6 includes the 3 dierent flavors of the
isovector , and the factor 2 from the direct and exchange
diagram of the self energy in eq. (71). We are particularly
interested in computing the width of the scalar f0 which
is measured experimentally. In this section we represents
as usually the width of a resonance by a Γ, which should
not to be confused with the same symbol which is used
in other sections for the vector or axial vertices. The









P Mf0 jf(P )







Let us consider the case of a scalar mass Mf0 of the order
of 1GeV , where P is larger than the scale of the interac-
tion by a factor of 2. In this case, it is sensible to use the
limit of large P . We nd in eq. (69) that the coupling
f(P ) cancels for the scalar in the highest order terms in
P . We rst evaluate the width which we would obtain
if this cancellation had not occurred. Each of the can-
celing contributions singled out, would yield a width Γ
of 672MeV . Using the f(P ) of eq.(70), we nd a width
of just 42MeV which lies within the experimental lim-
its. However the theoretical error bars are quite large
because the higher order terms of eq. (69) have not been
computed yet.
The cancellation of eq. (69) is specic to the ground
state qq scalar meson decaying into very light pseu-
doscalars. For instance the vector meson coupling has
no cancellations. An excited scalar has no cancellations
either and thus would show larger widths. In the case of a
decay into heavier pseudoscalars such as the K, the can-
cellation does not hold since P is small. This is compat-
ible with the observed widths of the f0(980) and a0(980)
which is exceptionally narrow when compared with the
widths of the other hadronic resonances.
III. GOING BEYOND BCS WITH FINITE
COUPLED CHANNEL EFFECTS
A. The Equations for the Self Energy and the Vertex
We now go beyond BCS including the mesonic coupled
channels (bBCSsc) both in the MGE and in the bound
state equations. It is convenient to return to the Dirac
formalism in order to reduce the number of diagrams
when we apply the WI. We will extend the MGE for
the self energy of the quarks with the simple one meson
exchange. The naive extension would be to add to the
self energy  of eq. (2) a new rainbow diagram where the
eective quark-quark interaction is replaced by a ladder















































However this would lead to an incomplete set of diagrams
in the corresponding Bound State Equation for dressed
mesons. The coupled pair of mesons would interact di-
rectly through some diagrams which would not be the
complete possible set. s also carries the technical dif-
culty of being a nonconstant function of the energy w,
unlike the BCS self energy. Moreover s includes terms
of order U which are infrared divergent. The eect of
a new infrared divergent in the self energy was already
studied [10]. The result is that the bare mesons which
are derived from the ladder have a divergent mass, an
thus are completely dierent from the dressed mesons
which mass is nite. Then the pertubative expansion in
the number of ladders is no longer acceptable. In order
to circumvent all these troubles we prefer to restrict the
self energy in a way that the pair of mesons do not inter-
act directly. They are only allowed to interact indirectly
through the annihilation into a single meson. In a similar
fashion to the ladder of eq. (56), we have to include a
pair of extra interactions in the self energy.
We nd that the minimal extension of the mass gap
equation beyond BCS is achieved with a new tadpole

























which might seem more complex than s but in fact is
a truncation because upon iteration s would generate
this diagram and other ones too. It also turns out that
the self energy of eq. (75) is now energy independent
and does not carry a new infrared divergence. Using
the WI prescription of inserting the vertex in all possible
propagators, we arrive at the corresponding bound state





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where the diagrams are shown in separate lines according
to their properties. Line 1 corresponds to the BS equa-
tion at the BCS level. Without the other lines it would
reproduce the ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation for the ver-
tex. The lines 2, 3 and 5 were separated because they
contain all the contain terms proportional to the infrared
divergent U , but they cancel in each line and all lines are
nite. The remaining lines 4 and 6 contain the terms that
one would except in coupled channel equations where a
pair of mesons is created and then annihilated (except for
the rst diagram of line 4 which vanishes). With them
we calculate for instance the partial decay width of a res-
onance into a channel of 2 mesons. The last lines 5 and
6 are only relevant for flavor singlets because the quark
pair in the incoming meson is annihilated, thus for flavor
vectors they are null. We now return to the Goldstone-
Weyl formalism and show in more detail the properties
of the diagrams in eq. (76).
The cancellation of the infrared divergences become
clear in the Goldstone-Weyl formalism. Let us consider






























































































































These 3 diagrams are infrared divergent but their sum
is nite, in an analogous way to eq. (58). It is impor-
tant to remark that in the previous calculations in the
literature, the extrapolation from the ladder level to the
12
coupled channel level would only include the diagrams
of lines 4 and 6. WE now nd the previous choice ar-
bitrary since the diagrams of lines 2, 3 and 5 were not
considered. The role of these diagrams is to cancel any
real mass shift of the  due to the usual coupled channel
diagrams of lines 4 and 6, in order that the  remains a
Goldstone boson in the chiral limit. This is ensured by
the WI, see eq. (11). In this case we nd no overall mass
shift in the meson spectrum due to coupled channels.
Only splittings between dierent levels may be aected
by coupled channels.
It is convenient to have a box
R
V G0V at the left of the
remaining bBCScs diagrams in eq (76). Upon iteration
the equation,
Γ = Γ0 + V G0 Γ + V G0 V MΓ (78)
can be resumed. If we factorize the S matrix at the ladder
level S0 = (1 − G0V )−1G0, see eq. (33), the ladder will
appear in the middle of the coupled channel terms,
G0 Γ = S0 Γ0 + S0V G0 V MΓ
= S0 Γ0 +G0V S0 V MΓ ;
Γ = V (G0 V )
−1
S0Γ0 + V S0 V MΓ
= V
1






E −Mb − i V M V
Γ0 ; (79)
where V M V includes the irreducible factorization of the
coupled channels with 2 mesons. In the pole of Γ, which
is equivalent to the meson wave-function, we recover the
Resonating Group Method equations for coupled chan-
nels of one meson and of a pair of non-interacting mesons.
It can be checked that with a simpler self energy in
eq.(75), for instance with s or without the box, terms
which could be interpreted as an incomplete contributing
to the direct interaction between the pair mesons of the
coupled channel would appear. In this paper we follow
the approximation of neglecting the four legged direct
interaction of the pair of mesons.
We now study the terms which contribute to the widths
of the resonances that could not be calculated at the BCS
level. The imaginary component of the mass comes from
the diagrams with at least two ladders. Only the second






W −Em1(P )−Em2(P ) + i
f(P ) (80)
Where Em1; Em2 are the energies of the coupled mesons,
and W;P is the 4-momentum which flows in the meson
loop. The form factor for the coupling of the initial me-
son to the pair of mesons in the coupled channel is the
function f(P ) which was computed in the previous sec-
tion. In the same way the imaginary part of eq. (80) is
precisely −iΓ=2. Thus we recover the same formula that
was used in previous calculations for the widths of res-
onances. The question now is how sensitive is the mass
gap equation to the coupling of mesonic channels. Even-
tually we would like to know the feedback on the coupling
f(P ) which is a functional of the chiral angle ’(k) .
B. The Mass Gap Equation
Using the Weyl fermions, and expanding the ladder in
meson poles, we nd that the self energy of the quark
has a diagonal component d which contributes to the




























and the self energy of the antiquark is exactly the same.
We nd that the energy of 1 quark is identical to the
BCS one of eq. (28) except for the expected changes
of the chiral angle ’. In eq.(81) we only included the
nonvanishing diagrams which remain from an expansion
in powers of 1=U . The free Green functions are propor-
tional to U−1. The interactions without a pair creation
or annihilation are proportional to the innite infrared
constant U , while the remaining interactions are nite.
It turns out that the new coupled channel diagrams van-
ish. This happens because in the limit of an innite −U









































































(a) (b) (c) (82)
however the corresponding diagram which contributes to
the mass gap equation is nite.
The mass gap equation is obtained when we impose
that the antidiagonal components a of the self must
cancel. This postulate ensures vacuum stability. Other-
wise these components would either create or annihilate
quark-antiquark pairs in the vacuum. The diagrams that
contribute to the antidiagonal component of the self en-




















































































































































where we only show the energy dependence of the dia-
grams and where the lines only mean the presence
of spinors u; v; uy or vy and don’t include the quark
or anti-quark Goldstone-Weyl propagator. In eq.(83) we
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only show the diagrams which are nonvanishing in orders
of 1=U , and in fact they all turn out to be nite, of order
U0. The rst pair of diagrams are BCS diagrams. We
will now concentrate on the new diagrams which depend
on the Coupled Channels. We will for instance consider
the third diagram of eq. (83). The integration of the





w − T1 + i
i
E − w − T2 + i
i
w − T10 + i
=
i
E − T1 − T2 + i
i
E − T10 − T2 + i
; (84)
and we obtain a product of quark-antiquark G0. We now




−E −Mb + i
i
E − T1 − T2 + i
i




−Mb − T1 − T2 + i
i
−Mb − T10 − T2 + i
: (85)
According to eq. (46), each of this denominators, to-
gether with the spinors vy and u will transform the 
Salpeter amplitude into a negative energy wave function














































































































































































































































































































All the mesons, except the , have a negligible component
−, and this shows that the eect of the innite tower
of coupled channels is nite. We will now retain just the
contribution of the  ladder. In this way the diagrams
which are present in the mass gap equation are similar to
the ones of eq. (62); except for the scalar wavefunction,
which folds from the left the coupling of the scalar to a
pair of pseudoscalars, but is not included here.
We nd that the quark energy E = E0 − d remains
the BCS one of eqs. (24) to (28),












and the mass gap equation 0 = S−10 a − a is now,
















































−s1s2(P; k − P=2)





uys1(k)(P; k − P=2)us2(k)




where the sum over repeated spin indexes si is assumed.
These equation can be condensed into,







































The couplings of the  to a quark line uyu and to an
antiquark line vyv have already been calculated. These
are derivative couplings (proportional to the momentum)
and are negligible in the low P limit. In this model the
low P limit dominates the integral in P because for large
P the negative energy component − of the wave function
is almost vanishing. Thus the dominant eect of coupled
channels is to multiply the potential term in the mass







This clearly decreases the term which is the source for
the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. Thus the
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coupled channel eect is to restore partially chiral sym-
metry.
The signs of the new terms in the mass gap equa-
tion are crucial to determine whether the coupled chan-
nel eect will increase or decrease the chiral condensa-
tion. Because the coupled channel terms introduce in
the mass gap equation a new fermion loop it is natural
for Dirac Fermions that the coupled channel terms should
be aected with a − sign. When the Dirac fermions are
translated into Weyl fermions the quarks divide into the
species of quarks and antiquarks which have indepen-
dent eld operators and propagators, and the − signs
are transfered from the propagator and the loops into
the antiquark vertex and the exchange diagrams,
:  Γ : ! byΓb; byΓdy; dΓb; −dyΓd: (91)
Loops with a single species still have a − sign but van-
ish when the integral in the energy is performed, if there
is more than one propagator. We nd that with Weyl
fermions the − sign persists and is due to the quark (anti-
quark) exchange. This eect is model independent. Only
retardation, which was not included here, might perhaps
oppose to this negative sign. Thus we may assume quite
generally that coupled channels oppose to the breaking
of chiral symmetry.
C. Solution of the mass gap equation
In this paper we calculate the minimal contribution of
the coupled channels to the mass gap equation. It is not
sensible to engage in full feedback computations from the
onset, when the formalism is still being explored. We will
only include the eect of bare pions in the meson loop.
A possible method to compute the coupled channel con-
tributions would be to fold the mass gap equation with
a scalar wavefunction of arbitrary parameter s. In this
case we should recover the coupling of a scalar to a pair
of  which was already obtained in eq. (62). This shows
that the terms with the coupling of a  to a quark or
an antiquark line will cancel. The dominant contribu-
tion both for large and small P can then be assumed to
be the one with the factor (90). We will now focus on
the dominant terms among the coupled channel contribu-






−(k + P=2)−(k + P=2)y (92)
The integrand of eq. (92) was already studied in eqs.
(48,53) in the limits,





























is included. For in-
stance for a vanishing quark momentum k the integrand
in eq. (92) simplies to,














The integral that leads to  is now evaluated with an
interpolation between these two limits. We show in Fig.
5 a possible interpolation. because this interpolation is
arbitrary, we have to include in the result a theoretical
error.
We obtain the momentum⊗spin coupled channel con-
tribution,
(k) = −(1:1 0:2)S (95)
which turns out to have a shape very close to the function
S = sin(k) which was evaluated at the BCS level.
The dominant coupled channel contribution to the









includes the sum in color and flavor. We es-
timate that the coupling to the quasi Goldstone bosons,
including the momentum, spin, color and flavor contri-
butions yields,








’ (−0:75 0:3)S(k) ; Nf = 2! 3 : (96)
Nf is the number of almost massless quark flavors which
empirically is between 2 and 3. The sign of the coupled
channel contribution is opposed to the BCS one (which
corresponds to the factor 1), and it reduces the breaking
of chiral symmetry. For instance in the BCS case the
vacuum energy density can be studied as a function of
the quark condensate scale . It consists in the sum of
a kinetic term scaling with 4 which is positive and an
interaction term which scaling with 3−n which is nega-
tive, where n is the exponent of the conning potential in
a monomial form rn. In the present model n = 2. Then
the vacuum energy density has a " Mexican hat " form
with the minimum at a nite , and spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking occurs. In the present case the inter-
action term decreases because of the coupled channels,
and the vacuum with minimum energy density is shifted
towards the trivial chiral invariant vacuum.
The mass gap equation can be solved for a coupled
channels contribution equal to , when   −1,
0 = uy



































The solution ’ for  = −0:75S is shown in Fig. 6. In
this case and for the same parameter K0, the quark con-
densate is decreased by 90%. We estimate that complete
calculations in this model would reduce th quark conden-
sate by 50% to 100%.
We do not include yet the feedback of the new chiral
angle ’ in the meson wavefunctions , and in the coupled





This should only be completed in the framework where
the coupled mesons are dressed mesons. Nevertheless
it is possible to anticipate the coupled channel eects
would be reduced. Since the coupled channels oppose to
the breaking of chiral symmetry, the variational princi-
ple suggests that a reduction of the coupling would both
decrease the vacuum energy and increase the breaking of
chiral symmetry.
D. A model independent but crude bound for the
Decay of the scalar f0 to a pair of 
It is possible to estimate approximately the relation
between the scalar decay and the coupled channel contri-
bution to the mass gap equation. In this sense an upper
bound for the decay width of the scalar f0 to a pair  
appears naturally. At the same time dierent models
can be tested. The role of the mass gap equation is to
insure the vacuum stability, by preventing the generation
of scalar mesons directly from the vacuum. If we fold the



















































where a model with free quarks would just include (a),
the mass gap equation at the BCS level is provided with
(b) and the coupled channel eects are summed in (c).
The coupled channel term (c) involves directly the form
factor for the coupling of a scalar f0 to a pair of , which
is shown in eq. (62). This also contributes to the pole
of a Breit-Wigner meson which is composed by the bare
mass M0 plus the coupled channel contribution which is
composed by a real mass shift and an imaginary term.


































































The only model dependent term in eq. (98) is precisely
the BCS term (b).
In this section we will follow two assumptions which
are obeyed by our model and seem natural. Firstly we
suppose that the coupled channel terms have the same
sign as the S−10 and thus oppose to the BCS term which
produces single handed the dynamical breaking of chiral
symmetry. The dierence in sign is justied by the ex-
tra fermion loop. Secondly we suppose that there is one
dominant scale in the model which is present both in the
scale of the quark mass, the chiral angle and the quark
condensate in one hand, and in the scale of light meson
wave functions (including the pion and the scalars) and
the coupled channel form factors in the other hand. The
connection between these two scales is provided by the
Ward Identity, which shows that the  Bethe-Salpeter
amplitude for the  is given by the dynamical mass of
the quark, and thus by the quark condensate. The scalar
meson is also a solution of the same bound State equa-
tion with one angular and one spin excitation, and should
have approximately the same size. The form factor for
the coupling of the scalar f0 to a pair of  is calculated
wit an overlap kernel which includes these wave-functions
and thus should also reflect the same scale. Thus we
suppose that the quark condensate ’, the scalar radial
wave-function  and the overlap form factor f can be
expressed with the help of the same Gaussian,
sin(’) = e
−k2
22 ; N = ke
−k2
22 ; f = Ce
−p2
22 (100)
where we also suppose that the same coupling f appears
in both the mass gap equation and the scalar. In this case
we get from the quark condensate, the mass gap and the












































































The color, flavor and spin multiplicity factors are 6 for
quarks with xed flavor, Nf for the number of massless
flavors, and N2f − 1 for the number of Goldstone bosons.
It is sensible to split the strangeness from the isospin, and




. In Γ there are only two flavors as
well since we are calculating the partial decay width into
pions. However in the meson loop of term (c) the cou-
pling of f0 to the mesons K;  should also be considered
and in this case the number of flavors Nf ranges from 2
to 3 .
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We use the physical mass of the pion close to 140MeV .
Other inputs are the f0 mass , and the partial decay
width Γ of the scalar to a pair of , which lay respec-
tively in the range of 400−1400MeV and 30−1000MeV .
These wide intervals are necessary to encompass dier-
ent models where the scalar groundstate could be any of
the rst three f0 resonances. The scale  is not directly
observable. We nd that  ’ 350MeV corresponds to a
quark condensate of (−250MeV )3 which is not directly
observable but is used in most of the literature. The cor-
responding hadronic size would be smaller than the elec-
tromagnetic radius. However the electromagnetic radius
might still be reproduced when the vector meson domi-
nance is considered. Yet  ’ 200MeV yields directly a
baryon size compatible with the electromagnetic radius.



















Where the rst factor ranges from :24 to :44 respectively
for 2 and 3 light flavors, and :34 seems to be an accept-
able value. We show in Fig. 7 the ratio between the new
chiral symmetry restorating term −(c) and the free term
(a) which was the only chiral symmetry restorating term
equal in the BCS case. Due to the equal scale approxi-
mation this result should be just regarded as qualitative.
See Fig. 1 for the experimentally observed masses and
widths.
A large eect is obtained if the scalar f0 groundstate is
the  with a mass and width of the order of 500MeV . In
this case we nd that the mass gap equation is aected
with sizeable coupled channel eects, and the parame-
ters used at the BCS level should be reassessed. The
interaction term (b) must increase by 50% to 70% in or-
der to maintain the size of the quark condensate. This
 meson is favored by the One Meson Exchange Poten-
tials of nuclear physics. It might also reproduce the  
phase shifts, with a mass which is interpreted to be in
the the range Mf0 = 400 − 1200MeV with a width
Γ = 600−1000MeV . We estimate that the larger widths
and masses in these intervals would most likely exclude
the dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry.
In the case that the scalar groundstate is the exper-
imentally conrmed resonance with the mass of Mf0 =
980MeV and the partial width to a  pair of Γ = 30!
70MeV then we nd two dierent pictures. In the case
of large hadrons with  = 200MeV , the interaction term
(b) must increase by 60% in order to maintain the size of
the quark condensate. In the case of small hadrons with
 = 350MeV , term (b) only needs a 20% increase. This
picture, with small hadrons, large quark condensate, and
low coupled channel eects is most interesting for quark
models with chiral symmetry breaking, since the BCS
approximation would remain acceptable.
In a dierent picture are the eective unitarized meson
models [4,5] with large nonlinear coupled channel eects.
There the scalar groundstate corresponds partly to the
f0(1370) which has a width of the order of 400MeV .
This is acceptable for a  quite larger than 350MeV .
The hadron size  is not an explicit parameter in models
[4,5]. But from the momentum cutos it is possible to
estimate that the mesons are very small which is indeed
compatible with a large .
We nd that these pictures are opposite. This cri-
terium assigns a particular size to hadrons for each of
the three pictures. From the perspective of quark mod-
els a scalar mass Mf0 = 980MeV would be more consis-
tent with the vector mass Mw = 782MeV , because they
are separated by an angular excitation. However at the
moment neither of the three pictures can be ruled out.
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
We developed a general formalism to include both the
eects of chiral symmetry breaking and strong hadron-
hadron interactions in quark models. This is encouraging
since both eects are rmly established in phenomenol-
ogy. We nd new general eects in the mass shifts of the
hadron spectrum, the breaking of chiral symmetry, and
the scalar meson width. Quantitative results are com-
puted within a particular model
Concerning real mass shifts we estimate that they are
canceled due to the new terms which are introduced by
the Ward Identities. This might improve previous [4,5,11]
coupled channel calculations where this cancellation was
not explicitly included. An overall shift of the hadron
spectrum is not expected. In this sense we agree with the
results of Geiger and Isgur [30]. Nevertheless mass split-
tings between states with dierent quantum numbers are
still expected from the boundstate equation. Dierent
theoretical problems that could be reviewed with these
new techniques are the contribution of the coupled chan-
nels to the hadron spectra, for instance to the interesting
0 mass or to the N mass.
Compared with SB at the BCS level, a new parame-
ter has been identied, which leads to the percentage of
coupled channel eects in the mass gap equation. This
parameter is related to the width of the scalar meson f0
and with the size of hadrons. This link can be applied
to the study of the decay of scalar meson resonances f0
in a pair of . We nd that the  = f0(600) can only
be accepted as a candidate for the light strangeless qq
scalar groundstate if it has a low mass. Even in this case
where SB survives the coupling of channels, a large 50%
reduction of the quark condensate is suggested. The pre-
ferred candidate in quark models is the narrow f0(980).
In the case where hadrons are smaller than their electro-
magnetic radius the eect of coupled channels in the mass
gap equation is weak. In this case the BCS approxima-
tion is correct for the study of resonances. The f0(1370)
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can only be a candidate in the case that the hadronic ra-
dius is very small, and would in any case reduce strongly
the quark condensate. An experimental measurement of
the generic quark radius of light hadrons would suce to
discriminate which of the f0 resonances corresponds to
the light strangeless quark antiquark groundstate.
Accurate calculations were performed in the case where
the coupled pair of mesons are accounted as bare mesons,
for a class of absolutely conning instantaneous interac-
tions. This model (with a single parameter in the inter-
action) is in very good agreement with the experiment
in what concerns the hadronic spectroscopy, the decays
of the vector mesons  and , the coupling of a  to a
N or  and the N N short range interaction [11], more-
over it supports that chiral symmetry breaking is very
stable in the presence of Nuclear Matter [28]. We nd
in this model that coupled channels decrease the quark
condensate by 50% ! 100%. This agrees qualitatively
with the model independent estimation in the case of
 = 200MeV . We also nd in this model that the mass
of the light qq scalar f0 meson is close [22] to the experi-
mental mass of the f0(980), and not to the f0(600) or the
f0(1370). This apparently indicates a possible solution
to the scalar meson puzzle without Deusons, Glueballs or
strongly nonlinear coupled channel eects. In this case
the attraction which is visible in   phase shifts and
in the intermediate range NN interactions would need
other interpretations [29] than the very wide  meson.
However a complete and exhausting calculation, where
the coupled pair of mesons are fully dressed mesons and
the feed back from the mass gap equation into the width
is included, is necessary to certify within this model that
the light qq scalar has a mass of the order of 1GeV and a
very narrow width. An interesting feedback from chiral
symmetry to coupled channels might occur, and can be
understood variationally. Since the scalar-pseudoscalar-
pseudoscalar coupling opposes to the breaking of chiral
symmetry, it is naturally suppressed. This suppression is
selective and is not supposed to occur in other hadronic
channels. We estimate that in the nal calculation the
width of the scalar might decrease by a factor of 2. We
would also nd interesting to apply these new techniques
to other particular quark models [24].





s which is measurable experimentally but turns
out to be [22] only 37% of the measured value. The
cure of f in this model seems to attract some inter-
est. Physical intuition suggests that f should be af-
fected either by relativistic invariance or by the coupled
channels. The hope in covariant extensions of the model
turned out to fail since they merely [25] increased f
in 30%. Now we nd that the coupled channels reduce
the quark condensate h   i. Thus they also reduce f
rather than increase it, according to the relation of Gell-
Mann Oakes and Renner. This indicates that the single
parameter which is used in this model for the interac-
tion is insucient. We think that one should now try
to extend it with a dierent degree of freedom in other
to nd the correct f. Although the use of a dierent
linear or funnel shape did not improve the result, a pos-
sible cure may still be searched in the short range quark-
quark interaction [25]. This might simplify the model in
the sense that the BCS approximation could suce. For
instance, if one would arbitrarily set f to the experi-
mental value, then the scalar-pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar
coupling at low pseudoscalar momentum P would de-
crease by a factor of :372 ’ 0:13. This would strongly
suppress coupled channel eects in both the mass gap
equation and in mass shifts of resonances. At the same
time the decays could remain correct since they depend
on the large P limit.
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FIG. 1. We show the experimentally observed scalar res-
onances according to the Review of Particle Properties, and
mark the unconrmed ones with a "?". In a naive quark
model, the f0 would correspond to uu + dd; ss mesons (
which are not degenerate because the quark s has a clearly
larger mass than the quarks u; d). The a0 and K

0 chan-
nels which would correspond respectively to the degenerate
ud; uu− dd; du and to us; su; ds; sd should show half of the































FIG. 2. We show the quartic diagrams which may con-
tribute to the boundstate equation. In the BCS weak cou-
pling approximation the interaction only appears in the self
energy or the energy density. Boundstates are studied with
diagrams (a) and b are already used in NJL which corresponds
to a strong coupling BCS. Diagrams c which create or anni-


























FIG. 3. We illustrate the principle which is followed in this
paper to include the coupled channels in the mass gap equa-
tion
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U is an example of a potential which tends
to −U + k30r
2 in the limit of innite U. We illustrate this in
the case where K0 = 1; U = 100.














−(P; k − P=2)−
y
(P; k − P=2). The dotted line,
dashed line, and solid line correspond respectively to the cases
where  is obtained in the low P limit, in the high P limit,
and with an arbitrary interpolating curve.








FIG. 6. We show the BCS chiral angle in units of K0 = 1:
We also represent with a doted line the chiral angle that we
can obtain within our model, going beyond BCS with coupled
channels, when  = −:75S. In this model we nd that coupled
channels decrease the quark condensate by 50% to 100%.















FIG. 7. we show the ratio −(c)
(a)
of the terms which oppose to
chiral symmetry breaking in the coupled channel case versus
the BCS case, as a function of the scalar meson mass and
as a function of the partial width of the decay of the scalar
meson f0 to a pair of . The theoretical curves of constant
ratio are shown in the cases of 0:2, 0:4, 0:6 and 0:8 . The
dotted and dashed curves correspond respectively to a scale
parameter of  = 200MeV and  = 350MeV . The asterisks
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